
Vertical Blind Installation & Maintenance Instructions

Thank you for purchasing this quality product. Please take a moment to review the
following installation guide. Properly installed, your new product will provide you

with years of  beauty.

Ensure that your package contains all of  the contents needed for proper installation.

Overview :

Recommended Tools :

Check the components :

Pencil Drill

Mounting Bracket
(Outside Mount Only)

Mounting Clip

Valance Clip Valance Return

Valance Connector
(Outside Mount Only) Valance

Mounting ScrewScrew & Nut

Level Screwdriver Ladder

Valance Return

Valance

Vanes
Control Wand

1: Position blind

2: Attach brackets to wall or window moulding
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Blind Width X≤ 48” 48”<X≤84” 84”<X≤120” 

Mounting bracket  
(Outside Mount Only) 
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Mounting Clip 2 3 4 

Valance Clip 2 3 4 

Valance Connector  
(Outside Mount Only) 

2 2 2 

Valance return
(5” standard length)
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Screw for Mounting bracket

*Note: after installing, please keep the redundant hardware for future using. 
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Align the bottom of  brackets with 
the top window frame.

For Outside Mount, please use the 
Mounting bracket & Mounting Clip

For Inside/Ceiling Mount, please
use the Mounting Clip only

Please take off  the Mounting Clip from 
the Mounting Bracket as below drawing.

Please adjust the position of  mounting clip 
to front as below drawing before installing 

as Outside Mount. 



3: Attach valance clips 4: Attach valance to headrail Operate your vertical blind

5:  Attach track into bracket by inserting 
      edge at top of track into front of clip 
      and rolling track backward until rear 
      clip snaps onto back top edge of track

6:  Insert Vanes in open position

7:  Attach the Valance Connector and valance returns

Maintenance for your vertical blinds

Care for Your Vertical Blinds: 
PVC vanes can be cleaned 
with a damp cloth.
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Remove your Vanes

(Vanes) Auto-alignment Function
If the vanes are out-of-sync, turn the wand complete clockwise then 
counter clockwise. The vanes will return to its normal position.
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NOTE:  All the tracks are reversible depending 
on which side you would like to locate your 
stacking and controls. Make sure to leave a 2” 
space between the installation screw on the 
release flange and the wall/window or any 
protruding handle or window frame.


